A0118059 - 34' 2007 VERSALIFT VANTEL-29; 2007 FORD E350 4X2
Warehouse: N03 - NRU - TEREX - BIRMINGHAM AL

CHASSIS SPECIFICATIONS

VIN: 1FTSE34L57DA96484
Engine Make / HP: V-8 /
Transmission: AUTO
Brakes: HYDRAULIC
Hitch: NONE
Winch Location: N/A  Capacity: N/A
Drive Type: NON-AWD  Fuel Type: GAS
Rail Gear: N

EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Serial Number:
Working Height: 34'
Bucket: 24X24X42 1-MAN  Capacity: 350 LBS
Certified Kv: NON-INSULATED
Rotation: NON-CONTINUOUS
Outrigger(s): TORSION BAR
Mount: CENTER MOUNT
Tool Circuit: 120V AT PLATFORM
Controls: LEVER
Body:
Winch/Jib: N/A  Capacity:
Over Center: N  Telescoping: Y  Upper Controls: Y
Rotator: N  Material Handler: N  Insulated Boom: N

DIMENSIONS / MILES / HOURS / WEIGHTS

Height: 10'2  Length: 276  Width: 95
GVWR: 10,000  Unladen: 7,940LBS  Tow Capacity:
Axle Capacity: front / rear
Wheelbase: WB / CA  Tire Capacity:
Tread Front/Rear:  Tread Updated:
PTO Hours: 0
Engine Hours: 0  Hours Updated:
Miles: 148,832  Miles Updated: 03/28/2017

Insurance Value: $9,900.00

Additional Specs:
EQUIP DESC: HEAVY DUTY ALUMINUM INNER BOOM WITH DROP DOWN BOOM TIP INCLUDING MANUAL 180 DEGREE POSITIONER, ENGINE START/STOP CONTROLS AT PLATFORM, REMOTE LOWER CONTROLS, TWO GPM (7.57LPM) OPEN CENTER HYD SYSTEM, 7 GAL HYD OIL RESERVOIR, SELF LOCKING WORM GEAR ROTATION DRIVE WITH SHEAR BALL BEARING, BOOM ARTICULATION FROM 8 DEGREES BELOW HORIZONTAL TO 80 DEGREES ABOVE HORIZONTAL, ELECTRIC ROTATION LIMIT SYSTEM, HAND HELD REMOTE CONTROLS WITH OVERRIDE, ELECTRIC CONTROLS AT PLATFORM INCLUDING MASTER CONTROL, EMERGENCY STOP, AND CONTROL COVER, HYD POWER SUPPLIED BY ENGINE BELT DRIVE SYSTEM, WALK IN HYD LEVELLED BUCKET WITH VINYL COVER, 120V WIRING TO PLATFORM WITH GFCI RECEPTACLE, 12V DC BACKUP PUMP, PURE SINE 1800 WATT INVERTER,